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Abst rac t - -The  paper reviews the history, premises, research results and applications of the Proce- 
dural Semantic Network (hereafter PSN) formalism and two of its descendants, Ta~:im and Telom. The 
primary goal for the PSN project was to develop a knowledge representation formalism which com- 
bined gracefully semantic networks and procedural representations. After an initial proposal which 
set out a framework for the integration of these two types of representations [1], a number of features 
were investigated, including the treatment of contexts, the declarative representation of slots and 
procedures and several others. In parallel, attempts were made to apply some of the representation 
ideas embodied in PSN to the task of developing suitable languages for the early stages of information 
system design. During these stages, the designer is concerned with understanding the problem at 
hand and then proceeding with the specification of an initial conceptual design of an information 
system that meets stated requirements. Taxis and Telos were the result of this effort. Their features 
are outlined, along with a rationale for the differences between the three formalisms. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
By the mid-seventies semantic networks were a popular notation for knowledge representation 
adopted by a number of AI projects working on a broad spectrum of applications, ranging from 
natural anguage processing to what was later called expert systems. At the same time, the 
theoretical foundations ofthis notation were being questioned by a number of authors, notably Bill 
Woods [2] and Len Schubert [3]. The notation, Schubert argued, was ambiguous and inadequate 
for many kinds of knowledge. Woods, on the other hand, laid down a number of requirements 
on the expressiveness of a semantic network-based representation if it were to be adequate for 
natural language applications. 
One of the projects that adopted semantic networks as knowledge representation notation at 
that time was the TORUS project at the University of Toronto [4]. The goal of the project 
was to build a natural language front end to a relational database management system [5]. One 
of the novelties of the project was its heavy reliance on a semantic network knowledge base to 
represent the semantics of a database, used to determine the database operations that capture the 
meaning of a given natural language input and even to generate a natural language response to 
a given query. One of the conclusions drawn from that project was that semantic networks were 
a promising notation for knowledge representation. Another was that the TORUS knowledge 
representation scheme shared with other semantic network proposals many of the shortcomings 
pointed out by critics such as Woods and Schubert. 1 
With these shortcomings in mind, a new research project was initiated in the Fall of '75. Its aim 
was to develop a general purpose knowledge representation la guage based on semantic networks 
with an adequate semantics. Procedural Semantic Networks (hereafter PSN) was the result of this 
effort. The research direction adopted by the project was heavily influenced by Jean-Raymond 
*Procedural Semantic Networks. 
Funding sources for the research surveyed in this article include the National Science and Engineering Research 
Council of Canada, through an operating and three strategic grants, DEC Canada, the Department of Communi- 
cations of the Government of Canada and the European Community for funding through the ESPRIT programme 
projects such as LOKI and DAIDA, which adopted and applied some of the research results discussed here. 
1A third conclusion of the TORUS project was that semantic networks offer a promising basis for capturing the 
semantics of a database [6]. This line of research first led to Nicholas Roussopoulos' doctoral dissertation, [7] and 
latin- on to the Taxis project. 
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Abrial [8] who proposed perhaps the first semantic data model for database management systems. 
An early version of project results appeared in [9], and a complete description of PSN appeared 
first in Hector Levesque's M.Sc. Thesis in 1977 [1], including a procedural semantics for the 
formalism, defined through a meta-interpreter. Followup theses by Peter Patel-Schneider [10] in 
1978, Bryan Kramer [11] and Yves Lesperance [12] in 1980 and also Greg McArthur in 1984 [13] 
extended and refined the representation ffered by PSN and dealt with a variety of representation 
issues ranging from multiple inheritance, to indefinite objects and the representation f assertions 
in a PSN knowledge base. Throughout i s lifetime, PSN remained a general-purpose knowledge 
representation language based on semantic networks, with a strong emphasis on structuring 
mechanisms for knowledge bases and an adherence to a procedural semantics [14]. 
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Figure 1. 
In parallel to the PSN project and with heavy influence from it, the Taxis project [15,16] 
attempted to further explore the idea of using semantic networks to support he development 
of information systems by "capturing the semantics" of the information maintained by such 
systems and by offering a variety of declarative modelling tools for specifying the interfaces of an 
information system with its environment. Tazis was offered as a design language for information 
systems. Other languages, intended for earlier phases of information system development, usually 
called requirements modelling languages by software ngineers, were also proposed within the 
framework of the Taxis project (including RML [17], and CML [18,19]) leading eventually to the 
knowledge representation language Telos [20]. Both Taxis and Telos share a number of premises 
with PSN, notably the semantic network framework and PSN's emphasis on knowledge base 
structure. Unlike the PSN effort, however, this line of research does have a definite application 
in mind: the design of information systems. Figure 1 presents the PSN genealogy, including these 
and important references in the history of the PSN project and its descendants. 
In the sequel, we present he founding premises and the most important milestones of the 
PSN project and its intellectual offsprings, Taxis and Telos. The paper also reviews ome of the 
actual applications of these knowledge representation proposals and summarizes the nature and 
characteristics of implementation efforts in all three cases. 
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2. THE PSN FAMILY 
2.1. The Original Proposal 
In a nutshell, a PSN knowledge base consists of objects which can be tokens, classes, links, 
relations and programs. Tokens and classes correspond to traditional semantic network "nodes" 
and represent respectively particular entities--such as the person Johan Romano or the num- 
ber 7---or generic ones--the concept of person or that of number. Analogously, links correspond 
to traditional semantic network "links" and represent particular binary relationships--consider 
the age relationship between the person Johan Romano and the number 7. We shall denote such 
links with tuples [source, destination], e.g., [Joham~omaaxo, 7]. Likewise, relations represent 
generic relationships--for instance the age relationship between persons and numbers? 
The special relation INSTANCE-0F relates objects to their class or relation types. For example, 
the token JohanRo,,ano may be an instance of the classes Person a and Student, while the link 
[Johaz~omano, 7]may be an instance of the relation Age. Minimum typing is supported in PSN 
by associating a domain and a range link to every relation and by insisting that its instances have 
sources and destinations that are respectively instances of the domain and range classes. Figure 2 
illustrates these concepts using tokens bread, 7, 52 and 45, classes Ntmber and Product finks 
[bread, 7], [bread, 45] and [bread, 52], also relations P ro f i t ,  Price and Cost. Unlabelled 
edges indicate instantiation links in this and later figures. 
Programs are used to provide a (procedural) semantics to classes and relations by specifying 
how one can operate on them. Every class has four associated programs which specify, respec- 
tively, how to create instances, remove instances, check whether an object is an instance and 
fetch all instances. Similarly, relations are endowed with four programs that specify how to cre- 
ate/delete link instances, fetch all instance links with a given source object and test whether a 
link is an instance of the relation. Such programs can be used, for example, in the definition of 
the relation Pro f i t  of Figure 2 to indicate that: 
P ro f i t  : fetch(p:Product)  := Price: fetch(p) - Cost : fetch(p) t 
Thus, the link [bread, 7] is derived from other objects in the knowledge base. 
OSt ~ ~¢ 
7 -~ - bread 52 
Figure 2. 
45 
The representational framework presented so far is included in Abrial's original semantic 
model [8]. The initial contribution of PSN to this framework was the introduction of I$-A and 
PART-0F links and the generalization f IISTANCE-0F links so that they can be used to classify 
not just tokens but classes and relations as well. 
The introduction ofPART-0F into the framework isachieved by introducing slots which describe 
for each class the internal structure of its instances. For example, Figure 3 shows the definition 
2Note that llnkR are treated in PSN as objects in the sense that they are instances of other, generic objects; 
however, they are second-class citizens in the sense that they cannot be referenced explicitly, nor can they he 
related to other objects through links. 
aA different font is used throughtout to denote PSN objects of any sort. 
tThe expression Class: op, where op can he add, delete, test and fetch, is taken to evaluate to the op program 
associated with Class. 
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of the class Grade, including two slots labelled respectively pupil  and lesson and typed to take 
values which are instances of classes Student and Course respectively. Thanks to this definition, 
instances of Grade such as grade23 and gradel7 are entitled to have pupil  and lesson slot 
values indicated respectively by the pupi l -  and lesson- labelled links. Note, however, that the 
objects grade23 and gradel7 also have associated links of type 14ark indicating the ,,ark of a 
given grade relationship. The rationale behind this, philosophically dubious, distinction was that 
the pupi l  and lesson components ofa grade relationship are essential to its identity, while rmrk 
is not. It doesn't make sense, it was argued, to change the pupil  component of a given grade 
instance, but it does for marks. Accordingly, PSN attempted todistinguish between criterial and 
incidental relationships for a concept and offered slots and relations as means for representing 
them. From the point of view of PSN procedural roots, this distinction meant hat the semantics 
of slots were to be specified within the programs of the classes to which they were attached, 
while those for relations were provided independently of the semantics of their domain and range 
classes. 
Grade 
Stullcnt ~ :q)upil> "~ 
I I 
Maria upfl- l ea  
Michael -~ 
Course v 
r 
- - ~ ~ ~ ~ k  csc378 
78 
63 
Figure 3. 
The generalization f IISTtliCE-0F over Abrial's original proposal simply treats all objects, 
not just tokens, as subject o classification. Thus, classes and relations uch as Grade, Student 
and Mark are instances of metaclasses such as Class, with Grade and Student as instances, and 
Relation, with Mark as an instance. This generalization allows the PSN framework to be highly 
self-descriptive. For example, the domLin and range links associated with a relation are simply 
treated as slot values thanks to the definition of the metaclass Relat ion which includes two slots 
(Figure 4). Similarly, the programs attached to each class are treated as slot values, thanks to 
the definition of Class, also shown on Figure 4. Apart from type, slots can have a variety of 
other information attached, such as defaults and constraints. 
IS-A is treated in PSN in a generally straightforward way. Perhaps the most interesting aspect 
of its initial treatment (described in [1,21]) is the definition of rules for inheritance which distin- 
guishes very carefully between inheriting slots, where inheritance is strict; slot values, where it 
is default; inheriting relations, strict again; and links, which are not inherited at all. However, 
only single inheritance is allowed in this initial treatment. 
Another distinguishing feature of the original PSN proposal is its treatment of programs. 
Programs are treated as first class citizens in the PSN commonwealth. This means that they are 
organized in terms of IS-t, their bodies are structured through slots which among other things, 
specify prerequisite conditions that must be satisfied if a program execution is to make sense, and 
complaints that are executed when a prerequisite fails. Moreover, their execution is explained 
through instantiations of programs but also other classes and relations which maintain a record 
of the execution environment using PSN objects. 
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Figure 4. 
The semantics of PSN are presented in [1] through a meta-interpreter,--i.e., a PSN interpreter 
specified in PSN--which defines constructs such as IS-A finks, slots and their associated facets, 
inheritance rules and programs-treated-as-objects in terms of a small number of primitives, in- 
cluding the notion of object and eight programs which provide default ways of performing any of 
the operations on a class or a relation. 
In retrospect, he representational framework provided by PSN shares many features with 
object-oriented programming proposals [22], including inheritance polymorphism (for example, 
the meaning of a fetch operation depends on its argument), procedural ttachment, classes, IS-A 
(generalization) hierarchies and inheritance. Being a knowledge representation language, on the 
other hand, forced PSN to impose a number of constraints on 
• procedural  attachment:  exactly four programs are attached to each class or relation 
and they play a specific role, unlike object-oriented programming where any number of 
methods / procedures / functions may be associated with a class, and can define any 
operation on its instances. 
• inheritance: PSN emphasizes strict inheritance for slots while object-oriented program- 
ming generally adopts default inheritance. 
• relations and links: links between objects are treated as primitive in PSN, unlike object- 
oriented programming where they are subsumed by the more general, and less powerful 
notion, of instance variable. 
• metaclasses: their treatment makes it possible to do away with the notion of class variable 
used in object-oriented programming; this is but one symptom of PSN's preoccupation 
with self-description, caused partly by an (almost religious) commitment to a procedural 
semantics. Some object-oriented programming languages also support metaclasses. If
anything, PSN's distinction in this area is that it makes heavier use of metaclasses than 
its programming counterparts. 
• programs as classes: every effort is made in PSN to treat programs and expressions 
like other objects; this is consistent with Smailtaik's treatment of messages, but varies 
from object-oriented proposals uch as CLOS [23] which rely on LISP for a procedural 
sublanguage. 
Despite these xtras, it was generally accepted that PSN is too much of a programming language 
and too little of a knowledge representation language. Accordingly, efforts were made to further 
refine the features of the language to account for useful semantic distinctions. In addition, 
improved treatments were offered for some of the initial proposals of PSN features, most notably 
programs. 
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2.2. Variations on a Theme 
The list of extensions and improvements of PSN is long. It was compiled through a series of 
M.Sc. and Ph.D. theses generated between 1978 and 1986. Perhaps the best way to characterize 
the methodology used in these extensions and refinements i  with the slogan "Everything is an 
object! All objects are created equal!" Below we sketch some of the results of this research. 
Peter Patel-Schneider's M.Sc. thesis [10] provides redress for a number of deficiencies of the 
original PSN proposal. Many of the innovations described in that thesis are based on the notion 
of contezt introduced as a fourth structuring principle intended to model possible worlds (John's 
world vs. the real one). Contexts determine visibility or non-visibility of a particular object 
in a particular situation. Maria, for instance, may be visible in the global context, but not in 
the John' l i /or ld one. A context hierarchy is defined with global as topmost element and other 
contexts, such as 3olm'si/orld, placed below. An object is visible in a context if it is placed in 
that context or if it is visible in higher contexts and has not been removed ('~nasked out," if you 
like) lower down. The proposal is based on earlier versions of contexts (or "partitions") which 
appeared in PLANNER [24] and the partitioned semantic networks [25]. 
Contexts are treated as PSN objects in their own right [26]. Accordingly, they are instances of 
context classes and are themselves placed in other contexts, thereby defining the context hierarchy. 
Note that an object can be placed in several, possibly unrelated, contexts. For example, Figure 5 
shows a simple situation (adopted from [26]) where Ma~ia and John' si/orld appear in rea].World, 
which in turn appears in global. John' si/orld also appears in global and contains a different 
description of Maria. According to this structure, there are two views of Maria, one as seen in 
the context path (Maria in John'sWorld in reaiWorld in global) and the other as seen in 
the context path (Maria in John'sWorld in globa.l): 
lobal 
reaIWorld, 
Person 
M ~ g e ~  13 
olm'sWorld 
Jolm'sW~ld 
- - - -age~4 
Figure 5. 5 
Facilities are provided in this PSN extension for updating and accessing different views of the 
same object. 
Contexts have served as a basis for a number of PSN extensions. Patel-Schneider [27] exploits 
them in order to provide an account of class slots--a class is treated as a context including slot 
objects--and multiple inheritance. The same thesis includes a proposal for making the semantic 
distinction between definite and indefinite objects, thereby accounting for tokens with no fixed 
and/or multiple denotations, uch as "the morning star" and "a man living in Toronto." 
If contexts are the main vehicle for extensions in Patel-Schneider's thesis, metastructu~re 
and metaslots play this role in Kramer's M.Sc. Thesis [11]. Kramer's work is motivated by an 
interesting asymmetry ofmany semantic network proposals, including PSN: slot values associated 
with an object are constrained by the definition of classes of which the object is an instance, but 
this facility does not extend to slots themselves. Thus, one can specify that instances of Person 
have a me slot value whose type is, say, String. But one cannot specify that Person, or its 
specializations, take slots of two kinds, describing respectively physical and social attributes. 
This situation is remedied in Kramer's proposal by introducing metaslots. Figure 6 presents the 
SFor thlJ figure, cro~-world i entity is indicated through the use of the same label, e.g., ga0ria. 
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treatment of slots in terms of contexts. Slot is treated as a class visible in the Class context 
with type, res t r i c t ion  and defau l t  as instances (and therefore slots). The figure includes an 
instance of Class, Student using the graphical notation introduced in earlier figures for classes 
and slots. 
Slot 
, type ~typc  
' restriction 
' defmdt ~ty l~ ~ 01 
type ~ N~ 
"~ Object 
~ BooleanExpression 
ect 
mber 
Figure 6. 
Kramer's proposal for metaslots i based on the observation that whereas there can be in- 
stantiation chains of arbitrary length for classes (say, Maria is an instantiation of Person which 
is an instantiation of PersonClass which is...), there are only slot tokens (which specify slot 
values) and slot classes in the configuration illustrated in Figure 6. Accordingly, Kramer intro- 
duces metaslots as metaclasses that exist in the Netaclass context and can be instantiated any 
number of times by instances of Netaclass. The new feature is illustrated in Figure 7 where 
Program is defined as a metaclass having four metaslots, prerequis i te ,  act ion,  postrequi-  
s i te  and parameter. The ~axolStudent class represents a particular program with particular 
p rerequ is i te ,  act ion,  post requis i te  and parameter slots. The intended interpretation f
these metaslots i that for every program instance, parameter slots must be bound to values of 
appropriate type; before execution proceeds, prerequis i te  slots are checked to make sure their 
Boolean expressions are in fact true; act ion slots can then be executed, followed by checking of 
post requ is i te  slots. Note that to avoid cluttering of the figures, instantiation links for slots 
are represented through the indented notation of Figure 7 rather than through explicit links as 
in earlier figures. 
Two comments on Kramer's proposals. First, the treatment ofprograms suggested by Figure 7, 
where a program's parameters, body, etc., are represented explicitly through slots belonging 
to different categories (represented by metaslots), was originally introduced in Taxis and later 
adopted for PSN. Second, the use of metaslots as an extension of the typing mechanism offered 
by slots will turn out to be a major feature of Telos. 
Unlike most semantic network and frame-based proposals which adopt an "anything oes" 
attitude to constraints of one form or another, PSN generally adheres to a Victorian code of 
conduct owards class definitions, frowning on violations of explicit or user defined constraints. 
Lesperance [12] attempts to relax this inflexibility through a number of mechanisms. First, 
he distinguishes between instantiation ezceptions, where a class instance violates some of the 
class constraints, and specialization ezceptions where some class constraints are overridden by 
specializations of the class. For example, introducing into the knowledge base an instance of 
the class House, say houseS4, whose size is specified to be 24cm, constitutes an instantiation 
exception if House has a constraint indicating that its instances have size slot values ranging 
from ~m and up. On the other hand, ToylIouse may be defined as a specialization exception of 
House with the size constraint of House revised to range from, say, tcm to 1 .Sin. 
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metaslot: Metaclass 
t 
parameter:. Object ] 
prerequisite: B~le~t~ss ion  I
action: Statement | 
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t 
EnrolStudent 
parameter 
st: Student 
prerequisite 
pmmqCoursos?:/* Has taken prerequisite courses? */ 
deadline?:/* enmlment deadline respected? */ 
actions 
addStudent:/* Add student to ¢nrolment list */ 
increment:/* Increment enmlmcnt count */ 
J 
Figure 7. 
Instantiation exceptions are further classified into static and dynamic ones. house34 constitutes 
an example of a static exception. Dynamic exceptions arise when a program execution falls. 
Suppose, for example, that one attempts to create an instance of House by calling the to-add 
program associated with that class. Further suppose that this program includes a prerequisite 
that is not fulfilled for this particular execution. A dynamic exception is then raised, signalling 
that there is a violation of a program prerequisite. The exception is then handled by the caller 
of the to-add program of House. This means that different exception-handling measures may be 
taken for the same exception in different circumstances. This mechanism is again adopted from 
Taxis and is consistent with exception-handling mechanisms found in conventional programing 
languages such as ADA. 
Two more recent treatments of knowledge representation issues within a PSN framework at- 
tempt to introduce the Terminological/Assertional box distinction of hybrid representations, in 
the tradition of KRYPTON, in the PSN framework [13] and to account for a reflective architec- 
ture [28]. As these treatments are least respectful of PSN's (humble!) procedural origins, they 
are not discussed here. 
3. THE TAXIS FAMILY 
If the mid-seventies were a period of introspection, clarification and consolidation for semantic 
networks, they were a period of imperial expansion for database management systems (hereafter 
DBMSs). DBMSs offered a generic tool for building, accessing and maintaining--generally, for 
manag ingwa large data structure such as a large table or a set of records. Their success can 
be accounted for by the fact that they simplified tremendously the task of computerizing large 
amounts of information. A key decision that led to their success was the adoption of a data 
model, a simple data structure with associated operations. Instantiations of the data model led 
to particular databases which served as nuclei of information systems. 
Established ata models uch as the hierarchical, network and relational adopt data structures 
built out of tuples or records. Knowing that the databases managed by a particular DBMS always 
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involve the same data structure means that a DBMS can employ very efficient algorithms for 
accessing and updating a database. Unfortunately, established data models are simply inadequate 
for representing complex information. Consider a CAD system for aircraft design. There are 
tens of thousands of aircraft component types and hundreds of thousands of different aircraft 
components. Moreover, the descriptions of these components involve many variations of basic 
themes, say aircraft engines or wings, and descriptions of elaborate assemblies of thousands of 
components to build an aircraft section. Representing aircraft designs in terms of records is 
simply too cumbersome and horrendously inefficient. 
Semantic data models were proposed as a response to the modelling woes of traditional data 
models. Most such models are founded on the premise that database development and use can 
greatly benefit if a database can be viewed as a direct and  natural mode l  of the applica- 
tion domain. It follows from this premise that designing a database involves world modelling 
rather than data structure design. 6 Their claim to fame rests on the introduction of a minimal 
semantic framework and the adoption of some structuring mechanisms from semantic networks, 
while maintaining contact with the rich implementation theories developed for databases. Jean- 
Raymond Abrial's semantic model [8] and Peter Chen's entity-relationship (or E-R) model were 
among the first and most influential semantic data models, followed by a multitude of proposals, 
including Taxis (see [29] for a collection of influential papers on semantic data models). 
Like PSN, Taxis came in the aftermath of the TORUS project. The Ph.D. Thesis of Nicholas 
Roussopoulos [7] offered a semantic data model based on semantic networks. Taxis followed, 
using many of the insights from TORUS and the Roussopoulos thesis but also with heavy in- 
fluence from the PSN framework. The basic design of Taxis was carried out between 1976 and 
1978 by Phil Bernstein, Harry Wong and the author at the University of Toronto and Harvard 
University. Following the initial design, the language was formalized through a denotational 
and an axiomatic semantics in Harry Wong's Ph.D. Thesis [30], (see also [31,32]), extended to 
provide scripts, for modelling long term processes [33], also grammatical constructs and forms 
for modelling user interfaces [34,35]. In addition, a compiler has been developed for the Taxis 
language ([36-39]) and two case studies were carried out examining the strengths of Taxis in 
modelling medical information systems [40,41]. Most recently, a dialect of Taxis called Taxis 
Design Language was adopted as design language for a comprehensive environment for building 
information systems [42]. 
As indicated earlier, Taxis is based on many of the premises of PSN. Like PSN, Taxis views 
a database as consisting of objects, organized in terms of classification, generalization and ag- 
gregation. Moreover, Taxis adopts a procedural approach to semantics for the concepts being 
represented in the database by attaching procedures to database classes. Finally, Taxis treats 
all parts of a design specification, the data as well as the procedures attached to them, within a 
uniform, object-oriented framework. 
Unlike PSN, however, Taxis is geared towards the design of databases and the applications 
programs that access and update them. This led to a number of departures from the PSN 
framework, intended to ensure consistency with traditional DBMS technology and acceptance 
by the community of database designers. For example, PSN links and relations are replaced in 
Taxis with factual and definitional attributes (or factual and definitional properties, in the Taxis 
literature) which have no object status whatsoever and simply serve to represent binary relations 
between entities or concepts denoted by Taxis objects. In addition, Taxis allows programs to 
define any operation on a class, rather than just an insertion, deletion, test or fetch one. As well, 
the classification hierarchy of PSN is trimmed down to three levels (tokens, classes, metaclasses).7 
Perhaps the most interesting departures of Taxis from the PSN framework involve new features. 
We already mentioned the treatment of programs (adopted from Taxis to PSN in the work of 
6 Of course, these are  not mutually exclusive ways of building databases. Indeed, most current database design 
methodologies provide for a conceptual design phase, where a semantic data model is used to develop the database 
with an eye towards the meaning of the information to be handled, followed by a logical and physical design phase 
where data structures are developed and tuned to the predicted usage patterns of the database. 
7There seemed to be a unanimous feeling among database practitioners who were confronted with the question 
that offering meta-metaclasses and beyond would do little to enhance the status of Taxis as a practical database 
design tool. 
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EatityCla~ Penmn with 
unchangeable 
name: AnyString 
SIN: SiNValue 
changeable 
addr: Addreu 
~e: (I o.:12o I} 
unique 
person]D: (SIN) 
end Person 
EntityClass Employee isA Person with 
unchangeable 
emps: {[ 0::9999999 I} 
changeable 
a4~e: {[ 18::65 [} 
~:  (I 10000::1000(W)I} 
pos: {[ prelddent, secretary, janitor l} 
dept: Department 
unique 
employeeID: (traps) 
end Employee 
EntityClass Student isA Person with 
changeable 
school: University 
avgGrade: (I 0::I00 [} 
end Student 
EntityClass Tutor isA. Student, Employee with 
changeable 
instructor: Professor 
end Tutor 
Figure 8. 
Bryan Kramer) and the treatment of dynamic exceptions (ditto in Yves Lesperance's work). 
Another new feature involves implementation-minded istinctions between different ypes of data 
classes and programs. Data classes are classified according to the size and the usage patterns 
of their extensions. Enumerated data classes, for instance, have small, fixed extensions--for 
example, the twelve months of a year--and can therefore be implemented in terms of conventional 
enumerated types found in Pascal-like languages. Aggregate classes, on the other hand, have their 
extensions defined as Cartesian products of the extensions of other classes. Entity classes have 
large extensions which change through insertion and deletion operations. It is entity classes that 
determine the contents of the database that will eventually be generated from a Taxis design. 
Likewise, attributes are classified into attribute categories, depending on their properties. For 
example, data class attributes can be classified under changing or unchanging depending on 
whether their values can change or not, while unique attributes define keys (in the sense of 
conventional databases) for the instances of a data class. Figure 8 illustrates some of these 
distinctions by defining a generalization hierarchy for persons. 
Taxis programs are also classified according to their execution characteristics into transaction 
and script classes. Transactions define atomic database operations, such as hiring an employee 
or reviewing his/her salary. Scripts, on the other hand, define long term processes that affect the 
contents of the database. Figure 9 illustrates how transactions classes can be organized into a 
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generalization hierarchy. Prerequisite and postreguisite attributes define, respectively, conditions 
that must be true before/&fter a transaction execution and lead to exceptions in case of failure. 
Action attributes pecify the body of the transaction. In the example, Itevi,mSalaz T is defined 
for ~p loyee  with one prerequisite (noneyAvailable?) which raises the lioHon,,yAvailable 
exception when it fails; also three actions which update and print the employee's new salary and 
also calculate the total salary of his/her department for budget purposes. Finally, the transaction 
checks that the employee's new salary is below a fixed threshold. The specialized version of 
IteviewSa.laxy redefines ome attributes, for example the changeSal and changeTotal actions 
and introduces a new action (stoc.k0ption). Of course, it also inherites the prerequ is i te ,  
acl;ion and post requ is i tes  of its superclasses. Figure 9 also includes the definition of one of 
the exception classes mentioned in the transactions. 
TransactionClass P, eviewSalary(e: Employee, incr: Money) with 
prerequisites 
moneyAvailable?: (e.dept.salTotal+incr ~ e.deptanaxSa/Total) 
eiseRalseException NoMoneyAvaUable ( , incr) 
actions 
changeSah e.sal +-- e.sal + incr 
report: (e.sal) .print 
changeTotah e.dept.salTotal *-- e.dept.sa[Tota] -i- incr 
post requisites 
tooHigh?: (e~!  ~ 75000) 
elseRaiseException SalaryTooHigh(e, incr) 
end 
TransactionClass ReviewSalary (e: Manager, incr: Money) 
isA ReviewSalary (e: employee, iner: Money) with 
actions 
cha~geSal: e.sal ~-- e.sal -I- incr -J- (e.dept.profit / 10) 
changeTotal: e.dept.salTota] 
+-- e.dept .salTotal+iner+ (e.dept .profit / 10) 
stockOption: ... 
end 
ExceptionClass NoMoneyAvaUable with 
unchangeable 
e: Employee 
m: Money 
end 
Figure 9. 
Scripts model ong term processes, uch as the process of employing a person from ther moment 
she is hired until she retires or otherwise leaves her employer. Clearly, such long-term processes 
play a crucial role on the contents of the database being designed and the transaction that can 
be meaningfully executed at any one time. For instance, consider a hospital information system 
maintaing information about patients who have been implanted with (heart) pacemaker devices. 
The script class shown on Figure 10 describes the process in terms of states (represented in
terms of nodes on the figure) and state transitions (represented by links). This class will be 
instantiated for every patient. Script instances can he thought of as active objects which will 
cause actions when certain conditions are satisfied (through the activation of a state transition) 
or will disallow database operations that do not conform to the generic script. In other words, 
scripts embody through a rather intuitive notation based on Petri nets a number of timing 
constr~nts on the evolution of a database. The case studies on Taxis indicate that they constitute 
a particularly effective modelling tool for database design. Figure 10 illustrates the nature of 
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scripts with an example based on [41]. The Figure shows a script class with four states named, 
respectively, awaiting-initial-implant, awaiting-next-appt, awaiting-further-care nd finished. In 
addition, there are five transitions which are activated when activation conditions become true 
and are effected through the execution of transactions or other scripts. 
Awaiting initial 
implant . 
initial implant 
Awaiting next 
appointment 
Monitors care 
Completed care, 
make next appt! Awaiting f
care 
terminated 
Finished 
given during same 
visit 
Figure 10. 
4. THE TELOS FAMILY 
A key premise underlying the Taxis project is that knowledge representation ideas can be 
(usefully) adopted for the task of information system design, because they facilitate the concep- 
tualization of the information managed by the information system, both by the designer and the 
end user, as a "direct and natural model" of the application. Sol Greenspan's Ph.D. Thesis [17] 
broadens the scope of this premise. If knowledge representation is useful for information system 
design, why not requirements modelling [43], the initial phase of software development where 
the systems analyst attempts to understand the problem at hand before proceeding to devise any 
sort of a solution? Greenspan's thesis offered the requirements modelling language RML as a tool 
for formally specifying the functional requirements for a given information system. RML adopts 
much of the structural framework of Taxis but substitutes the procedural sublanguage with an 
assertional one, used to specify constraints or deductive rules on other defined classes. 
RML distinguishes three types of objects: entities, activities and asser4ions, all of which have 
attributes that relate them to other objects. Moreover, following in the footsteps of Taxis, every 
attribute is classified into one of several attribute categories. For instance, Figure 11 shows the 
definition for the activity class Adnit (a patient o a hospital): 
This definition is intended to convey the idea that admitting a new patient (to a hospital) 
involves two sub-activities which, respectively, obtain information from the patient, and aseign 
her to a bed. The first three attributes of Admit identify attributes that must be there for every 
instance of the class. The next two attributes (docunent and chec.kIn) are cla~dfied under part  
and specify sub-activities of admit. The last attribute, cau~lnit?, defines a precondition which 
must be true every time admit is instantiated. In the name of uniformity, RML treats assertions 
such as llamAul;horil:y(... ) as classes in their own right. A non-technical presentation of the 
philosophy behind and main features of RML appears in [44]. 
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Act iv i ty  Class Admit with 
participants 
newPatient: Person 
toWard: Ward 
admitter: Doctor 
parts  
document: GetInfo( from ~-- newPatient) 
checltln: AssignBed( toWhom *- newPatient, 
onward ~-- toward) 
precondition 
canAdmit?: HaaAuthority( who ~- admltter, 
where ~-- toWard) 
. . .  
Figure 11. 
Though RML clearly made a contribution to the area of requirements modelling, s it was 
discovered to be weak in a number of respects. First, its built-in semantics for entity, activity 
and assertion classes was deemed to be rather inflexible. What if one wanted a slightly different 
semantics for activities than those provided by RML? Second, a related point is that information 
system development turns out to demand the representation f many different kinds of knowledge 
that go beyond "world modelling," as envisioned by PdVIL. Third, the PSN/Taxis framework 
adopted by RML was a bit out-of-dated for the '80s and required revamping. 
The revamping effort was initiated in '85, as part of a research project funded by the European 
Community under the Esprit programme [46], with Alex Borgida, Yannis Vassiliou and the author 
as main contributors. A language called CML (Conceptual Modelling Language) was the result 
of this activity. The language is formalized in [18] and further studied--and cleaned up--in [19] 
and [47]. The latest version, obtained after several prototype implementations and some usage, 
has been named Telos [20]. 
Telos begins to address the deficiencies of RML by abolishing altogether the distinction be- 
tween nodes/entities and links/attributes. In Telos jargon, everything in the knowledge base is 
a proposition. Each proposition has four components named respectively Irom, labe l ,  to and 
when. The first three of the four components simply specify a labelled edge between propositions. 
The fourth component specifies a time interval proposition which represents the "lifetime" of 
the relationship being represented by the proposition. Thus, the proposition [Maria, 1:each, 
Myrto, T] might represent the meaning of the statement 
"Maria taught Myrto during time period T" 
Entities are represented by self-referencing propositions p such that 
from (p) = to (p) = p. 
Non-entity propositions will be referred to as attrib,tes in the sequel. Rules concerning classi- 
fication, aggregation and generalization apply to all propositions, attributes as much as entities. 
Figure 12 shows the definition of the class Paper and one of its instances named wurtian, while 
Figure 13 shows (portions of) the semantic network configuration resulting from these defini- 
tions? 
According to its definition, Paper is an instance of SimpleClass--a built-in class with all 
classes having tokens as instances--also Class--the class of all classes imple or not. Moreover, 
Paper has a number of attributes (author, t i t le  . . . .  ) all of which are instances of the meta- 
class [Class, a t t r ibute ,  Class . . . .  ]. All these attributes are simple classes, instantiated by 
SSeveral other languages have been proposed since, also founded on knowledge reprct~mtation ideM. See, for 
example, [45] for a thorough survey of the field of requirements moddlln~. 
9Temporal components of prop(~itions are omitted from the figure. Also, entities are represented graphically by 
their identifier. 
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TELL  CLASS Paper 
IN  SimpleClnss 
WITH 
attribute 
author: Person; 
referee: Pemon; 
title: String; 
pa~es: 1..100; 
conference: Conference 
END Paper 
TELL  TOKEN martian 
IN AcceptedPaper, InvitedPaper 
WITH 
author 
firstAuthor: Stanley; 
: LaSalle; 
: Wong 
title 
se~on 
: 'The MARTIAN System' 
: 'Applications' 
nationality 
: Canada 
END martian 
Figure 12. 
Class attribute 
l ~ ~  Person 
m s ~ t i a n ~ ~  ~ 
~ g ~ I l l e  ~ System' 
Figure 13. 
attribute tokens in the definition of martian (Figure 13). For example, the author attribut~ 
(simple class) is instantiated three times in the definition of ~ ian .  The first of these receives 
the label "firmtAuthor" while the others get system-generated labels. 
Treating attributes as objects takes us halfway to a solution for the other major deficiency oJ 
RML: built-in semantics for concepts such as activity and attribute categories such as part an~ 
precondition. In Telos, one can define attribute metaclasses which impose constraints on thei] 
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instances and their  instances. For example, consider the definition of the attribute metaclass 
Single shown in Figure 14. Single is defined as a metaclass with an integrity constraint which 
limits its instances to be single-valued attributes at any time. With this definition in the knowl- 
edge base, Paper can be redefined by making some of its attributes, such as t i t le ,  instances 
of Single and therefore single-valued. The same device is used in [20] to define several of the 
attribute categories of RML, thereby demonstrating the expressive power of Telos to describe the 
basic concepts found appropriate for modelling an application. 
The constraint of Single is illustrated in Figure 15. Roughly speaking, it says that for any two 
instances (p and q) of an instance of Single (u) which have the same source (from component) 
and their time intervals overlap, it must be the case that their destinations (to components) are 
equal. 
We won't even attempt to discuss some of the other novel features of Telos, such as the 
tight integration of facilities for representing and reasoning with time into the semantic network 
framework of which the reader only got a glimpse in the introduction of the fourth component 
of propositions; or the model-theoretic semantics of Telos, described in [48], where an attempt 
is made to account for different modes of existence, e.g., physical existence (characteristic of 
my car) vs. past existence (characteristic of, say, Alexander the Great) vs. abstract existence 
(characteristic of the number 7) vs. non-existence (my cancelled trip to 3apan). 
TELL CLASS Single 
COMPONENTS [Class, single, Class, AllTime] 
IN AttributeClass, MetaClass 
~VITH 
integrityConstraint 
$ (ForAll u/Single, p, q/Proposition) 
[ (p inu ^ q inu  ^ from(p) =from(q) 
^ when(p) overlaps when(q) =~ p = q] (during AllTime) $ 
END Single 
TELL CLASS Paper 
IN SimpleClass 
WITH 
~ngle 
tit le: String 
. . °  
END Paper 
Figure 14. 
The implementation of Telos relies heavily on results from deductive databases [49], both for 
query processing, complicated by the presence of Horn-like deductive rules, and for constraint 
enforcement. Temporal reasoning is handled through a special-purpose inference ngine based on 
recent efficient algorithms [50] and a number of heuristics. Three independent implementations 
of Telos have been developed at SCS (Hamburg) [51], the University of Passau [52] and the 
University of Crete and are in use at several sites. We are currently exploring the application of 
query optimization and concurrency control techniques adopted from DBMSs in an attempt o 
develop a truly efficient and robust implementation for Telos. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
A few words on the applications, and impact, of this work. PSN was used mostly internally at 
the University of Toronto for several prototype knowledge-based systems, including ALVEN [53] 
and CAA [54]. It was also used as knowledge representation for project TODOS [55] whose aim 
was to develop a framework for conceptual design and implementation of office information sys- 
tems. The users of PSN found its structuring facilities particularly helpful, but also noted that 
for their application it would have been useful to include an encapsulation facility, of the kind 
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Class sin le 
Paper ti~ r"~ String 
Figure 15. 
supported by object-oriented programming languages such as Smalltalk or CLOS to facilitate 
the modularization f the knowledge base. l° Taxis has been influential mostly in terms of ideas 
adopted by other semantic data models and object-oriented databases rather than through an im- 
plemented system. Taxis itself was adopted as design language for the DAIDA environment [56], 
though it had to be modified to become less procedural. 11 Telos has seen most usage outside 
the original design team and has been adopted by a number of research projects. None of the 
languages, however, has seen industrial applications or exploitation. 
The PSN project and its descendants have focused on knowledge representation using a seman- 
tic network framework as foundation. Research tasks within the project have moved along two 
parallel paths: one concerned with the development of knowledge representation systems, the 
other looking at information system design as an application area for knowledge representation 
ideas. The distinguishing mark of our work on knowledge representation has been its emphasis 
on structuring mechanisms. We expect o see extensions to our current framework, to include 
more structuring mechanisms while maintaining the homogeneity and uniformity of the original 
PSN proposal. 
Turning to information system development, we have found it most challenging as an appli- 
cation area for our knowledge representation ideas. Unlike other kinds of software systems, say 
operating systems or scientific omputing packages, information systems are doubly dependent 
on the "real world," through the information they maintain about it and because they are em- 
bedded, in a very strong sense, in it. For these reasons, the early phases of their development 
require capturing, representing and using knowledge of several different kinds. These kinds can 
be roughly categorized as shown in Figure 16 in terms of four "worlds." The subject world con- 
sists of the subject matter for the system. For instance, the subject world for a banking system 
consists of customers, accounts, transactions, balances, interests rates and the like. The system 
world, on the other hand, describes the information system itself. This description is multi- 
layered ranging from a specification of functional requirements for the system, to a conceptual 
design and an implementation. The usage world describes the (organizational) environment 
within which the system is intended to function and consists of agents, activities, tasks, projects, 
users, user interfaces (with the system) and the like. Finally, the development world describes 
the development process itself, the team of systems analysts and programmers involved, their 
adopted methodology and schedule, their design decisions along with the justifications behind 
1°The implementation used by TODOS does not include the notion of contexts discussed arlier. 
llSee [42] for a description f the revised version, amed Tazis Design L-ng~ge or TDL. 
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those. All four of these kinds of knowledge need to be represented, somehow, in any attempt 
to offer a comprehensive treatment to the software ngineering problem of building information 
systems. Precisely this point of view is adopted by the DAIDA project [56], among others. The 
challenge, from a knowledge representation perspective, is to provide facilities for this task which 
are expressively adequate and computationally manageable sothat they offer at least the promise 
of a new knowledge-based paradigm for software development. 
Sysmm Wodd 
~nce 
~em 
and 
Justification 
of development 
as 
Figure 16. 
Future research goals on this topic include the consolidation of the DAIDA framework for in- 
formation system development from the point of view of methodology as well as tools. Also, the 
treatment of perennial software ngineering problems uch as software re-usability and mainte- 
nance within this new framework. 
Finally, the reader may have already noted that the applications envisioned for our knowledge 
representation work are quite different from traditional application areas pursued within AI, 
such as natural language processing and expert systems. These applications involve "world 
modelling," modelling of corporate organizations and office environments, even models of the 
software development process itself. We expect hat such modelling needs will continue to grow 
within computer science and that knowledge representation will play a central role in addressing 
them. 
The research reported here is the result of efforts on the part of many, including colleagues 
at the University of Toronto and elsewhere, graduate students at Toronto and the University 
of Crete, visitors, full-time programmers, undergraduates working on course projects or for the 
summer. Many thanks to all! 
Looking back for key contributors to the whole enterprise, two people come to mind: Alex 
Borgida (Rutgers University) and Hector Levesque. The former for his continuous solid techni- 
cal contributions to all aspects of this research, matched by his tremendously broad and deep 
insights. The latter, for the initial PSN proposal, marked by an elegance and simplicity that still 
sparkles. Special acknowledgement is also due to Sol Greenspan (GTE Laboratories), Matthias 
Jarke (University of Passau) and Yannis Vassiliou (University of Crete) for significant contribu- 
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tions; last, but certainly not least, to Brian Nixon, Lawrence Chung and David Lauzon for their 
contributions and their allegiance to the project. 
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